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Abstract

Proponents of Ecological Rationality argue that the rationality of choice
processes should be evaluated instead of the choices themselves, and for
many purposes there are good reasons for doing this. This paper explores
how this can be done, arguing largely by way of example: simple choice
processes are simulated to make choices between risky lotteries, and their
performance records are compared. The first criterion of evaluation is con-
formity to the Expected Utility axioms; Ecological Rationality’s hallmark
Priority Heuristic stands out for violating both transitivity and independence
relatively often. An important objection to this method of evaluation is that
there is no demonstrated connection between axiom violations and objec-
tively poor performance or subjective choice satisfaction in practice. There-
fore a second criterion is applied: the processes are compared in terms of
the expected values of their choices. The Priority Heuristic again performs
poorly, but Minimax performs much worse. This highlights the tension
between axiomatic coherence and correspondence (objective performance
metrics). Finally, I address the objection to coherence head-on and connect
coherence and correspondence: I show that violations of both transitivity
and independence carry measurable costs in terms of expected value. This
analysis supports a number of conclusions, including that process evaluation
is viable, that expected utility evaluation is valid and indeed indispensible,
that objective performance must nonetheless be accounted for, and finally
that the Priority Heuristic is less ecologically rational than several much
simpler choice processes.

∗Acknowledgements suppressed for review.
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1 Introduction
The goal of this paper is to model and defend a method of evaluating the rationality
of choices. When it comes to the fundamental task of evaluating choices, there are
two compelling approaches available that vie for dominance. The first, standard in
economics, is to apply the Expected Utility (EU) axioms to see whether a choice
pattern is coherent [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, Ch. 6B]. This is a compelling method
because (1) it accommodates the subjective aspect of choice goodness (via util-
ity), (2) the axiomatic test is applied to observed choices and is therefore relatively
scientific, and (3) the axioms themselves are intuitive, sensible, and bolstered by
many proofs and arguments (see e.g. [Gilboa, 2009, Ch. 6.3], [Seidenfeld, 1988]).
A newer approach is advocated by psychologists under the banner of Ecological
Rationality (ER); they forcefully criticize EU, proposing that processes – espe-
cially simple heuristics – should be assessed according to how well they perform
in their context of application (see e.g. [Gigerenzer and Selten, 1999, Gigerenzer
et al., 2011]). In contrast to the coherence standard of EU, this is a correspon-
dence approach because processes are meant to be judged on objective scales
according to how “fast, frugal, and accurate” they are. (The distinction between
coherence and correspondence has a long tradition in philosophy, but was brought
into the rational choice discussion by Hastie and Rasinski [1988]; see [Berg et al.,
2016, Ft. 3].) Despite EU’s virtues, this approach is also quite compelling, firstly
because how and why people make the choices they do has undeniable intuitive
relevance for the rationality of those choices, secondly because this information
is invaluable to the project of improving people’s choices, and thirdly because ob-
jective aspects of choice as well as subjective aspects must be acknowledged to
have some importance.

Elsewhere I offer a more thorough theoretical argument that both of these
methods contribute something important, and I propose a particular way of com-
bining them: in brief, we should evaluate processes by simulating them and ap-
plying the relevant axioms (e.g. the EU axioms) to the results [citation suppressed
for blind review]. This paper develops a case study in which this methodological
claim is borne out; I show how we can use the hybrid method to address the ra-
tionality of choices in straightforward situations of risk in a satisfying way. This
hybrid method is (for many purposes) better than either EU or ER on its own be-
cause it incorporates the important intuitions behind each of them, enabling us to
evaluate processes without abandoning either the clear normative criteria provided
by axioms or the notion of subjective utility.

Apart from the methodological point, this case study has direct implications
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for the rationality of risky choices because a range of simple choice processes
(SCPs) of independent interest are evaluated and compared; these include ER’s
hallmark Priority Heuristic (PH) [Brandstätter et al., 2006], decision theory’s Min-
imax and Hurwicz Criterion, and a plausible hybrid between conservative Mini-
max and the maximization of expected value (EV). It is noteworthy that the stan-
dard procedures from decision theory – although intended to apply to situations
of uncertainty – outperform the predictively-successful and more complex PH.

Section 2 describes the SCPs and the basic lottery task on which they are
evaluated. Section 3 evaluates those SCPs according to their conformity with the
EU axioms. Section 4 exposits a main objection, coming from ER: why think that
violating those axioms indicates poor performance by agents’ own lights? I then
show that comparing the SCPs using the plausibly-more-objective criterion of EV
delivers similar results. Section 5 goes on to show that, in fact, this is because
choice coherence and objective gains coincide in a strong sense: axiom violations
are associated with significant foregone profit. Section 6 discusses.

2 The Task

2.1 The choice procedures
How well do SCPs perform in the straightforward setting of choosing one lottery
from a given pair? A natural way to find out is to simulate their choices in this
setting – to put them to the test – and this is the method I employ. I describe the
SCPs I evaluate and the task they face here.

The first procedure, the PH, is of special interest as one of the hallmarks of the
ER program. Its creators argue that it provides a compelling explanation for many
observed patterns in lottery choice, including the paradoxical Allais pattern, the
fourfold pattern of risk, and the certainty and possibility effects Brandstätter et al.
[2006]. (Whether the PH is in fact descriptively accurate is beside the point here,
though; the present question is how to evaluate processes that are – or could be –
used.) It is noteworthy that the PH has not been subject to normative evaluation
even though ER is avowedly a normative concept and the rationality of heuristics
is a primary focus of this program; proponents repeat that the program’s goals are
threefold, “descriptive, normative, and engineering” (see e.g. [Gigerenzer et al.,
2011, Intro.]). The stated normative task is to compare and evaluate processes,
and this paper proposes to do just that.

The version of the PH considered here decides between two lotteries, each
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of which may have three or more possible outcomes. The heuristic has three
components: a priority rule, which orders or prioritizes the “reasons” used by
the heuristic; a stopping rule, which says when the heuristic stops going through
those reasons; and a decision rule, which says how a choice is made once the
stopping rule has been applied. The reasons used by the PH, in order of prior-
ity, are the minimum gain offered by each lottery, the probability of getting that
minimum gain, the maximum gain, and the probability of getting that maximum
gain. The stopping rule gives the condition for stopping search for each of the
reasons: search stops if the gains differ by 10% or more of the maximum gain (for
the reasons that look at gains), and if the probabilities differ by 10% or more of
the probability scale (for the reasons that look at probabilities of gains). In the de-
cision phase, which comes into play once the stopping rule is applied, the lottery
chosen is that which has the better gain or probability according to the last reason
considered [Brandstätter et al., 2006]. We will see examples of the PH’s choices
in later sections.

The three remaining SCPs are old standards in decision theory. First is Mini-
max, which chooses the lottery with the better minimum outcome. Next is Maxi-
max, which instead chooses the lottery with the higher maximum outcome. Last
is the Hurwicz Criterion, a compromise between Minimax and Maximax that as-
signs weights α ∈ [0,1] to a lottery’s worst outcome and β = 1−α to its best
outcome, and then chooses the lottery with the greater weighted sum. Since the
Hurwicz Criterion is characterized by its parameters in this way, I test five dif-
ferent Hurwicz criteria, with α ∈ {.1, .25, .5, .75, .9}. Intuitively, then, Minimax,
the set of Hurwicz procedures, and Maximax cover the spectrum from extreme
caution or pessimism to extreme risk-affinity or optimism. (See [Luce and Raiffa,
1957, Ch. 13.2] for an overview of these procedures.)

In addition to these initial SCPs, two others play a role in later sections: The
EV-maximizing choice is used as a benchmark in evaluating SCP performance,
and the process that chooses the lottery with the higher EV therefore plays a criti-
cal role. A hybrid between Maximin and EV maximization – Threshold Expected
Value (TEV) – is also used to temper Minimax’s extreme caution while acknowl-
edging the potential importance of attending to the worst case.

2.2 The lotteries
A standardly-presented lottery provides a clear and precise representation of a
risky option; the possible outcomes (here given in dollar values) are listed along
with the objective probability with which each outcome occurs. The SCPs are
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tested on lotteries from the decision science literature and related work on lottery
choice, with the breakdown of sources as follows: 12 lotteries come from Allais’
famous paper [1953] and include those involved in the paradox. 102 lotteries
come from Brandstätter et al.’s PH paper [2006]; these include lotteries with two
possible outcomes and with five, and in the context of that paper they are arranged
into pairs such that some pairs have similar EVs and others dissimilar, and such
that the PH’s full range of possible “reasons” for choice are represented. Four
lotteries come from Binmore’s rational choice book [2009, pgs. 50, 52]. 18 appear
in Kahneman and Tversky’s paper on Prospect Theory [1979]. The final 80 have
a slightly different origin; they come from the Technion Prediction Tournament
[], a competition among algorithms to best predict human lottery choices.1 These
lotteries were randomly generated. This makes for an initial set of 217 lotteries,
and once duplicates are removed, there are 171. These are listed in Appendix A,
with “O1” through “O5” the possible outcomes for each lottery, and “P1” through
“P5” the associated probabilities.

The lotteries have some common features. Most have two possible outcomes,
but some have more, and quite a few have five; some also offer a particular out-
come for certain. All outcomes are non-negative. This simplifies the analysis at
little cost; for example the loss version of the PH perfectly mirrors the gain version
so that replacing all gains $x with their negation−$x in a pair of lotteries does not
change the heuristic’s choice between them. As loss lotteries tend to be consid-
ered alongside their gain versions, including both versions would be redundant.
The payoffs vary from $0 or $1 to millions (as in the Allais case), with the entire
range from $0 to thousands of dollars well represented. The 40 lotteries from the
appendix of the PH paper exhibit some additional regularities, for example that
when outcomes are listed in decreasing order their probabilities are symmetric,
with the probabilities either increasing or decreasing to the middle outcome, and
the reverse on either side of it.

The main requirement for this test set of lotteries is that it be sufficiently large
and diverse to represent the broader population of lotteries, ensuring that the re-
sults are not an artifact of some feature of the test set. Apart from the fact that
no lotteries involve losses – a possibility perhaps worth exploring in future work
– this set of lotteries is very diverse in that a wide ranges of outcomes and prob-
abilities are considered. Additionally, it is critical that a sizeable minority of the
lotteries were randomly generated because this guards against the concern that
there is something peculiar about the lotteries that decision scientists invent and

1Tournament details, including results, are posted on the website for those interested.
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test, and indeed we know that decision scientists often design lotteries to elicit
particular kinds of responses, such as axiom violations. While 171 lotteries may
seem like a modest number, it in fact provides a vast choice set because once each
lottery is paired with every other lottery, there are 29,070 pairs on which each SCP
makes choices.

Put into the context of EU, then, we can view applying our SCPs to this task
as a means of generating an observational record, a pattern of choices; this is a
large-scale version of giving a subject the two choice pairs of the Allais Paradox
and evaluating their (smaller) choice pattern. Whereas a small sample of choices
provides limited opportunities to detect incoherence, with a large sample we can
get a more accurate measure of the SCPs’ propensity to violate axioms in the
long run, and a better estimate of the choices’ likely financial consequences. It is
true that offering every pair of lotteries as a choice results in some trivial choices
– $1 for sure versus $1 million for sure – but these easy choices won’t obscure
behavior in more interesting subsets of pairs, and indeed we will find that the PH
in particular makes some surprising choices in response to pairs that we might
have thought were uninteresting.

2.3 Implementation
For those interested in the details of the implementation, the author’s website pro-
vides the Excel files used to produce the choices; for each procedure, we get a
table showing its choices for each combination of lotteries. Minimax and Max-
imax, and to a lesser extent Hurwicz, often result in ties between lotteries, and
in this implementation a suspension of judgment is recorded when this happens;
when EVs are calculated later on, the two lotteries’ EVs are averaged.

3 Evaluation by the Expected Utility Axioms

3.1 Overview
The foremost criterion of rationality in lottery choice is conformity to EU (see
[suppressed for review] for a defense of this approach specific to process evalua-
tions). Given the long track record of choices generated for each procedure, we
can expect a reasonable estimate of the frequencies with which the procedures
will violate EU (keeping in mind of course that some of the included lotteries
were designed specifically to elicit violations, as in the Allais Paradox). I first find
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all violations of each axiom by each procedure, and then briefly address prospects
for detecting violations of EU as a whole.

The standard formulation of EU has four axioms: completeness, transitivity,
continuity, and independence [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, Ch. 6.B]. It is not possible
to observe violations of completeness or continuity in our test set (or, indeed, in
ordinary scenarios); the first just requires that agents always choose some option,
with indifference and randomization permitted, while the second requires essen-
tially that no option is infinitely preferable to another, which cannot be implied
by finite choice data. This leaves transitivity and independence to be checked.
In both cases, this is carried out by running the choice data through a violation
detection algorithm.2 This method of evaluation reveals serious weakness in the
PH; we will see that it violates both axioms, with transitivity violations especially
frequent.

3.2 Transitivity
Let X�Y stand for “Lottery X is chosen over lottery Y” (and X∼Y indicate in-
difference). Then transitivity is violated whenever A�B, B�C, but also C�A,
creating a cycle. Minimax, Maximax, and Hurwicz do not violate transitivity
for the simple reason that each orders the lotteries according to a single number,
respectively the minimum outcome, maximum outcome, and a weighted combi-
nation thereof. The important finding regarding transitivity is that the PH vio-
lates it quite frequently: there are 101,253 total violations in the 876,044 cases of
A�B�C, which is approximately a 12% violation rate (i.e. C�A around 12% of
the time).

This is already a striking finding because cycles are a cause for serious con-
cern, but the source of these violations is also very interesting; the PH produces
many violations because it often makes choices that no reasonable person would
make. Here is a typical example:

Lottery
A $10.60
B $11.40·(.97); $1.90·(.03)
C $310·(.15); $230·(.15); $170·(.15); 130·(.15); $0·(.35)

2The code implementing these tests is available from the author’s website, along with the
supplementary files needed to run the tests and text documents with the output.
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Fig. 1 Lotteries for which the Priority Heuristic exhibits a preference cycle

The PH chooses A over B because A’s minimum is nearly the maximum outcome
for that pair, while B’s minimum is relatively small. Between B and C the min-
imums are similar and so they are not decisive; instead, the heuristic checks the
probability of those minima; the difference of .32 between the probabilities ex-
ceeds the threshold of .10, and so B�C due to B’s smaller chance of earning the
minimum. But the heuristic also chooses C over A: again the minimum gains are
not decisive, and C has a much more attractive probability of minimum gain (.35
instead of 1). Hence the PH produces a cycle.

These transitivity violations raise two immediate interpretational questions.
First, how should we interpret violations (such as this one) that seem unrealistic?
Characterizing heuristics’ contexts of application precisely and appropriately will
be a major challenge for proponents of ER who wish to make normative claims,
but for the purposes of this paper I bracket this issue by addressing the rationality
of the heuristics themselves rather than application issues. The second question
is how to move from quantitative assessment of a procedure’s violation rate to
qualitative judgments about how serious those violations are. Is any transitivity
violation serious and to be avoided even at a cost, or should we tolerate a certain
violation rate without concern? Section 5 will help to answer this question.

3.3 Independence
The test for independence violations yields more mixed results. This axiom re-
quires that if A� B, then for any probability p and lottery C, (p ·A;(1− p) ·C)�
(p ·B;(1− p) ·C); in words, if one lottery is preferred to another then it remains
preferable when both lotteries are compounded with the same third lottery using
the same proportions. Here, I only count strict independence violations, i.e. it
is not counted as a violation if A�B and C∼D, even if A�B implies (via in-
dependence) that C�D. This is a reasonable way to proceed because, first, we
are most concerned with situations in which there is a strict preference for the
“wrong” lottery (D�C), as in the Allais Paradox and other empirical examples of
independence violations. Second, when a given choice procedure is indifferent
between two lotteries because it uses only a little of the available information, a
person using that heuristic might choose at random (in which case we might ob-
serve a violation or not) or (more likely) they would instead decide on the basis
of additional information. Again, I wish to bracket issues of application, so I con-
sider only cases of strict preferences which violate the axioms. As a result of this
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choice, Minimax and Maximax never produce independence violations (although
they are frequently indifferent between lotteries). Many would-be violations by
the Hurwicz Criterion are also eliminated for the same reason.

Both the Hurwicz Criterion and the PH do produce independence violations
in strict preferences. Hurwicz procedures produce between 1 and 3 depending on
the value of α , with more violations as α increases (i.e. as more weight is placed
on the minimum). Fig. 2 shows an example of a set of lotteries on which Hurwicz
violates independence for all the tested α values:

Number Lottery
A $2500·(.33); $2400·(.)66; $0·(.01)
B $2400
C $2500·(.33); $0·(.67)
22 $2400·(.34); $0·(.66)

Fig. 2 Lotteries on which the Hurwicz Criterion violates independence

For all the α values, B�A (because 2400 is greater even than a .9 weighting
of 2500) while C�D (because 2500 is greater than 2400 no matter what their
weighting). Independence requires, however, that A�B iff C�D.

The other violations produced by Hurwicz criteria are shared by the PH, which
violates independence in four cases. None of these cases are surprising because
they come from a literature that has emphasized examples in which typical choices
violate independence; the PH exhibits the Allais choice pattern, the certainty ef-
fect, and the possibility effect [Brandstätter et al., 2006]. On the one hand, the
PH and Hurwicz are therefore violating independence at a high rate - 10-40% of
their opportunities. On the other hand, this rate is surely unnaturally high because
the violations occur in cases designed to elicit them. We also cannot treat the pre-
cise violation rates too seriously because the sample is small, with fewer than 30
opportunities for independence violations. Both of these concerns are addressed
later on (Section 5.3), when additional test cases will be systematically produced
for the purposes of evaluating the PH more objectively – and we will see that the
PH produces numerous violations in this less-contrived setting. For now, the im-
portant point is that the PH (and to a lesser extent Hurwicz) are inferior to the
other SCPs because they produce more violations of EUT.

The results of the axiom-by-axiom evaluation of the procedures are summa-
rized below.
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SCP Transitivity Independence
Priority Heuristic 101,253 4

Minimax 0 0
Maximax 0 0

Hurwicz, α = .1 0 1
Hurwicz, α = .25 0 1
Hurwicz, α = .5 0 2

Hurwicz, α = .75 0 3
Hurwicz, α = .9 0 3

Fig. 3 Total number of axiom violations for each process

Using the axiomatic test to compare these SCPs from a normative viewpoint, the
moral is clear: Minimax and Maximax are both unobjectionable, never leading
to manifestly incoherent choices. The Hurwicz Criterion performs somewhat less
well, producing occasional independence violations, while the PH is by far the
worst, with a high rate of violations of both independence and transitivity. While
independence has been the focus of criticism and proposals to weaken EU (see
e.g. [Machina, 1982, 1983]), few defend the rationality of transitivity violations,
especially in a simple setting such as lottery choice. According to the EU stan-
dard, therefore, the PH is significantly less rational than its competitors and highly
suspect from a normative viewpoint.

3.4 Holistic evaluation
It is theoretically possible that some EU violations have gone undetected because
a choice pattern, while not obviously violating any of the axioms, nonetheless
implies a violation. (Zeckhauser’s Problem is an example [Jeffrey, 1988]; so is
the Allais Paradox, strictly speaking, but I directly test for implicit independence
violations of this form.) It is therefore worth asking whether the foregoing analysis
adequately evaluates the SCPs in terms of their conformity to EU.

We are in no great danger of misjudging the SCPs’ relative propensities to vi-
olate EU chiefly because of the sheer size of the generated choice patterns; with
each SCP making 29,070 choices, there is ample opportunity for violations to be
observed. We also would not expect the SCPs to differ with respect to their pro-
portions of hidden violations, apart from the role of indifference. With the PH in
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particular, the prevalence of detected violations ensures that there will often be
no EU representation of the implied preferences given a moderate set of choices,
and the only question is the extent to which smaller choice patterns would suf-
fice. Answering this question is not necessary for achieving this paper’s goals, but
for those interested specifically in the nature of the PH’s violations, Appendix B
provides simple recipes for producing violations using lotteries with up to three
outcomes; this recipe exploits the fact that there is a geometric representation of
EU on a simplex (see [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, Ch. 6B]).

While Minimax and Maximax cannot produce observable violations in strict
preferences (as noted above), the high frequency with which these SCPs do not
decide between a pair of lotteries means that, if we permit indifference and attempt
to represent their choices using a utility function, this will very often be impossi-
ble (i.e. there will be no representation of the preferences by a utility function). As
explained already, though, indifference may be resolved in any number of ways
and it is better not to introduce any assumptions about this that would change the
character of the SCPs. So applying the geometric EU test to Minimax and Max-
imax would not provide any new information. While this aspect of Minimax and
Maximax is somewhat of a limitation when using them as reference points, they
are still valuable SCPs to consider because of their simplicity and importance in
the literature on uncertainty. Further, their indifference is no obstacle to evaluating
them in terms of EV, as is done in the next section.

Finally, the primary purpose of this paper is to provide a normative evaluation
of several SCPs, and an important premise of this work (and this section in par-
ticular) is that the EU axioms provide an appropriate test. Some have questioned
the normative force of these axioms – one such argument is taken up next – and
for this reason we are especially interested in the relationship between particular
axioms and good performance. The axiom-by-axiom analysis in this section is
therefore the appropriate starting place; Section 5 builds on it.

4 Evaluation by Expected Gains

4.1 Motivation
A key motivation of this paper is to take ER seriously; proponents of this view
object to axiomatic norms, and will therefore object to Section 3’s method of eval-
uating our SCPs. One criticism of EU is well worth addressing; as Berg writes,

Without the link from conformity with an axiomatized rationality to
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an external performance metric, these rankings in the hierarchy of ra-
tionalities may not be normatively relevant [2014, p. 380] ... If the
compelling normative principle is, for example, wealth, then why not
simply study the correlates of high-wealth-producing decision pro-
cedures and rank those procedures according to the wealth they pro-
duce? [2014, p. 382].

Berg frequently cites “health, wealth, and happiness” as more relevant real-world
measures of performance and points out the lack of empirical or theoretical evi-
dence that real agents who violate EU will fare badly with respect to these mea-
sures. Similarly, Gigerenzer emphasizes the lack of an established link between
non-conformity and lower welfare. It is hard to deny that, if it were the case that
conformity to the axioms were unrelated to performance according to more “ob-
jective” measures and according to agents’ own judgments, the relevance of those
axioms would be diminished; evidence for this comes from the use of money-
pump arguments, as Berg observes. At the least, this criticism makes clear the
value of considering what other metrics might be used to supplement or bolster
the axiomatic method of evaluating the SCPs.

It is important to note, first, that EU was developed as an axiomatic, coher-
ence definition of rationality because we generally lack access to the information
required to say whether people are happier as a result of their choices, and objec-
tive wealth is a (famously [Bernoulli, 1954]) problematic measure because differ-
ent people place different subjective value on different amounts of wealth, and in
particular are often risk averse. EU circumvents this difficulty by asking whether
people’s choices can be made sense of by any admissible hypothesis about their
subjective preferences.

While recognizing that the objective wealth metric is blind in an important
respect, it is nonetheless worth knowing how our SCPs perform with respect to
it; expected earnings are presumably related to subjective well-being, just not a
perfect measure of it. This section therefore assesses the SCPs with respect to two
plausible non-axiomatic yardsticks: first the choices’ EVs, and second their utility
according to the logarithmic utility function.

4.2 Expected Value
Our SCPs can be compared according to the objective standard of wealth produced
by comparing the EVs of the lotteries each SCP chooses; specifically, given each
pair of lotteries, the benchmark is the choice that simply maximizes EV – along
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with the magnitude of the EV – and the SCPs are compared with respect to how far
short of that benchmark they fall. The frequent indifference of some of the SCPs
does not matter for this analysis, because when an SCP is indifferent between two
lotteries we can simply average their EVs.

We can compare both the aggregate EVs (how much total earnings each SCP
is expected to produce, compared to the maximum) and the average EVs (the per-
centage of the available EV that each SCP realizes, averaged over all the choices).
The two measures support similar qualitative judgments and are summarized in
the charts below, Figures 4 and 5.

These charts show that Minimax leaves far more money on the table than any
other SCP; while the PH does much better, it is still significantly outperformed
by the other SCPs. Minimax yields only 28% of the total available EV, about
70% per choice on average. The PH yields most of the total EV but only 90% on
average, while the other SCPs can be expected to yield most of the available EV
in the aggregate, and (rounding) at least 97% on average for all choices.

The large difference between Minimax and the Hurwicz Criterion with α = .9
is especially striking because both emphasize the minimum outcome to a very high
degree, but Minimax has no other considerations to offset this conservativeness
while the Hurwicz Criterion places some weight on the maximum outcome; this
prevents it from choosing, for example, $1 for sure over a lottery that often pays
$1Million but sometimes pays nothing. Even a small amount of weight on the
maximum, as the chart shows, suffices to make the Hurwicz choices and the EV
choices coincide to a very high degree.

To an extent, the overall results are skewed by the fact that there are vast dif-
ferences in the EVs of the lotteries, with some worth millions and others worth a
few dollars. The presence of the high-EV lotteries can distort our view because
choosing a lottery with an EV of $500,000 when the other has an EV of $1 mil-
lion leaves a lot of money on the table in an objective sense, but perhaps not in a
subjective-utility sense. The charts therefore break down the comparisons accord-
ing to the maximum EV for each choice pair.
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Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Looking especially at Fig. 5, the breakdown of EV attainment by EV bracket
provides a partial explanation for Minimax’s apparent poor performance: as the
maximum EV of the lotteries increases, it becomes much less likely to choose the
lottery with the higher EV. This is exactly what we would expect to see from a
risk averse agent, for whom objective differences in EVs, especially high EVs,
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have much less subjective relevance than the differences between the minimum
gain that can be guaranteed.

Regarding the PH, its inferior performance with respect to most of the oth-
ers bolsters the evaluation produced in Section 3. Minimax’s poor performance
shows, however, that the axiomatic test is blind to an intuitively important aspect
of performance, namely the objective goodness of the outcomes. While it is pos-
sible, and perhaps even perfectly rational, for a person to be extremely risk averse
and therefore leave a majority of the available EV on the table, it is much more
likely that a Minimax chooser will be worse off by their own lights than another
kind of chooser, and this aspect of performance is detectable by the EV analysis
but not the axiomatic analysis. Furthermore, some argue that truly rational agents
are risk-neutral, especially when many choices are made and when the amount of
money at stake is not enormous; for those who take this less permissive view, the
EV standard will be all the more compelling. So, it is better to do both – EU and
EV – than only one.

This project of SCP evaluation is meant to have immediate applications, in
that we learn not only a general method for evaluating processes but something
about the rationality of particular processes that people might use to choose. In
this sense, Minimax is often unrealistic because of its extreme conservativeness;
it would choose a sure $1 over a lottery paying nothing or $1 million with equal
probability. We can modify Minimax to create a more plausible, and less extreme,
conservative SCP, and compare this new version to the others. This is TEV, EV
combined with a threshold for the minimum gain. The intuition is this: an agent
wants to ensure that their minimum gain meets a certain threshold – I use $1,000
– so that they can pay their rent or suchlike, but after this aspiration is taken into
account, they maximize EV. In my implementation, TEV chooses the lottery that
guarantees at least $1000 if only one does, and otherwise chooses according to EV.
This hybrid process goes much of the way towards closing the gap between Min-
imax and the other processes; it yields 88% of the available EV in the aggregate,
and 99% on average. So this simple, sensible compromise between worst-case
reasoning and risk aversion, on the one hand, and EV maximization on the other,
performs quite well, nearly catching the PH.

4.3 Logarithmic Utility
Given the limitations of EV as a performance metric, another option is to compare
the SCPs using a plausible utility function that implies a degree of risk aversion.
The logarithmic utility function – first proposed by Daniel Bernoulli [1954] and
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frequently used in modern economics – serves this purpose. It defines utility as
U(x) = ln(x); since the natural logarithm of 0 is undefined, we need to endow our
hypothetical chooser with some prior wealth to which their lottery earnings are
added; all possible gains are therefore added to a $10,000 initial wealth level. The
logarithmic utility performance statistics are shown in Fig. 6:

Fig. 6

This shows that the difference between the EV and EU performance metrics
can be vast. In terms of logarithmic utility, all of the SCPs perform similarly to
each other, and achieve nearly as much utility as possible, both on average and
in total. Minimax especially no longer looks as bad when we account for the fact
that people may be risk averse; it performs worse than the others, but the objective
difference is very small. We might even conclude from this that none of the SCPs
we’re considering (and quite likely, none that real people typically use) may be all
that bad in the long run, especially if people really are quite risk averse and if this
is normatively acceptable.

5 Realigning Coherence and Correspondence

5.1 Overview
Since the axiomatic, coherence test and the objective EV test coincide to an extent
– both suggest that the PH is inferior to most of the others, for example – we are
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reasonably safe in judging the SCPs by combining the results of these two tests,
placing more weight on the axiomatic test and using the EV and log EU tests to
temper the axiom-based ranking. It would be much more satisfying, however, to
better understand the connection between these two methods.

Specifically, the question remains open whether the relationship between the
PH’s frequent axiom violations and its diminished EV is systematic or accidental;
does the PH leave money on the table because of its incoherence, in any sense?
If so, the axiomatic method would be vindicated (at least in this setting) and de-
fended from the challenge of irrelevance; a propensity to violate axioms would be
shown to be a true indicator of poor performance.

This section answers this question by looking at the relationship between
axiom-violating choices and choices that do not maximize EV. As the PH is of
special interest due to its prominence in the ER literature and the other SCPs rarely
or never violate the axioms, this section analyzes only the PH. Each choice that
the PH makes is taken as a data point, with two important attributes: first, is this
choice associated with a violation (a binary variable); second, what percentage
of the maximal EV does this choice attain in expectation? This data is evaluated
separately for transitivity and independence, so that we may see the relationship
between each axiom individually and objective gains.

Note the direction of the hypothesis here: we want to see whether incoherence
is costly, not whether costly choices are incoherent. The latter will not generally
be the case, as Minimax evinces. The axiomatic test is a relatively weak test, as
poor choices may easily be internally consistent. The question is whether, when
the relatively low requirement of coherence is not met, we can assign an objective
cost to the problem over and above the theoretical irrationality implied.

5.2 Transitivity
The correlation between choices that are involved in intransitive cycles and those
that leave EV on the table tells a clear story. When the PH chooses A�B and
B�C, a choice of C�A is associated with an EV loss of approximately 31%; the
result is highly significant (p < .001) and the 95% confidence interval around the
coefficient is quite tight. (See Appendix C for more detail on the analysis of both
transitivity and independence.) Descriptive statistics tell the same story: when
the PH violates transitivity, the mean EV attainment of the choice is 64% of the
maximum, while for non-violations the mean attainment is 95%. (Despite this
significant finding, it is not the case that low-EV choices always coincide with
a transitivity violation; the minimum attainment in each case is a small fraction
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of a percent; again, the point is the EV loss associated with a violation, not the
reverse.)

The statistical result also fits well with what we observe when looking at vi-
olations; recalling the example above, the PH violates transitivity relatively often
because it is prone to making dubious choices, choices that an attentive person
would almost certainly not make.

Lottery EV
A $10.60 $10.60
B $11.40·(.97); $1.90·(.03) $11.12
C $310·(.15); $230·(.15); $170·(.15); 130·(.15); $0·(.35) $126

Fig. 7 Example of cyclic choices by the Priority Heuristic, with EVs

The PH violates transitivity by choosing A � B � C � A; the B � C choice in
particular is very costly in terms of EV. Again, the example shown in Fig. 7 is a
typical example based on a perusal of the cycles produced; see Appendix C for
more examples.

In fact, these statistics should underestimate the cost of violating transitivity
because any given cycle involves three choices, hence three data points, but only
one of those choices need be the “mistake” responsible for the loss in EV. This
accounts for the fact that among both violating and non-violating choices, the
median EV attainment is 100%. The 25th percentile of EV attainment among
violating choices is only 8.5%, however, which fits perfectly with the hypothesis
that the typical intransitive cycle will contain two reasonable choices and one very
poor one.

5.3 Independence
The independence violations from the initial task are too few for meaningful anal-
ysis; this is partly because the independence axiom only has implications for
choice in a relatively small number of cases (fewer than 30). To remedy this, I
construct new lotteries for which independence does have specific implications by
compounding the lotteries in the initial set, following a (set of) patterns. Specif-
ically, for each lottery A in the initial set, I create new lotteries pA;(1− p)C for
probabilities p∈{.1, .25, .5, .75, .9} and outcomes C∈{0,25,500,5000,5000000}
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to cover a broad spectrum of possibilities; this means that each lottery A is asso-
ciated with 25 additional lotteries to which it bears an independence relationship.
Therefore every choice A�B for the original set implies 25 additional choices
A′ � B′; the PH therefore has ample opportunities to violate independence, and
we have plenty of data points to investigate the relationship between violations
and foregone (expected) gains. As it happens, the PH only produces violations
for p ∈ .1, .25, with between 3% and 40% violation rates among these 10 test
sets. Because of this, and because of the large number of choices involved, the
following analysis only uses the choice data from these 10 sets.

Apart from this, the independence analysis mirrors that for transitivity. A vio-
lation is associated with an EV cost of about 32%, and the result is highly signifi-
cant (p < .001) with the 95% confidence interval narrowly around the coefficient.
Choices that violate independence (i.e. B′ � A′ when A � B) yield only 66% of
the available EV on average, while non-violations yield 99%. The median choice
attains 93% of the available EV among violating choices, and 100% among non-
violating choices. Again, the interpretation is fairly straightforward; violations of
independence carry a measurable cost. Although independence violations can be
famously compelling (cf. [Allais, 1953]), there is a simple explanation for this.
Suppose a lottery A has greater EV than another B, and suppose that in fact A is
chosen. Now, for any p and C used to make compounds A’ and B′, lottery A′ will
have a higher EV than B′. An independence violation therefore guarantees that
at least one choice fails to maximize EV. Given that most of the choices by all
of the SCPs do agree with the EV choice, then, an independence violation repre-
sents a relatively uncommon failure to choose in accordance with EV. Unlike the
transitivity violations, these violations are also quite realistic.

6 Discussion
This paper set out to address two basic questions, one general and methodologi-
cal and the other substantive and specific. The methodological question is how we
can (or can best) determine which choice processes are rational (or relatively more
rational). The test case for answering this provides the answer to the second ques-
tion: how rational are several particular processes of independent interest in the
context of straightforward risky choice? The paper’s analysis supports a number
of conclusions pertaining to these questions.

First, ER’s key claim that the rationality of processes should be evaluated
(rather than the ratonality of outcomes) is supported by the analysis because the
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project of evaluating processes has proven viable. When process evaluations
would be valuable, as is often the case in practical situations, they may be fruit-
fully evaluated according to the model provided here. The tests employed have
normative pull and provide transparent rankings of candidate processes. These
rankings can be used to make normative recommendations, to assess the likely
costs of using a process that will sometimes lead to errors, and to compare pro-
cesses that we would consider teaching agents to use. Importantly, none of the
limitations of the coherence or correspondence tests are avoided by evaluating
something other than processes, and looking at processes makes it possible to
combine these tests in a natural way.

With regards to the particular SCPs here, an important conclusion is that ER’s
hallmark PH is not in fact very ecologically rational in the test environment of
lottery choice broadly construed; it does poorly with respect to both the EU stan-
dard and the EV standard that ER proponents might prefer. The PH would likely
perform better if its use were confined to “difficult” problems in which the avail-
able lotteries have similar EVs, and its originators suggest that it is descriptively
accurate for this type of problem in particular [Brandstätter et al., 2006]. This sub-
environment would have to be precisely specified before it could be incorporated
into an assessment of the PH’s ecological rationality, however, and PH proponents
have not done this. Considering only similar-EV problems would also render EV
itself much less relevant as a standard, and it is arguable that if such choices have
normative interest it is only because coherence (EU) has force.

It is also interesting and useful to learn that (with the possible exception of
Minimax) the SCPs developed for choice under uncertainty perform remarkably
well in risky choices; they hardly produce axiom violations, and they coincide
closely with EV maximization despite ignoring probabilities entirely. The nor-
mative status of these SCPs in the context of choice under uncertainty has long
been debated, and the arguments have been based largely on qualitative consid-
erations; this paper provides quantitative analysis showing that they perform very
well in a diverse set of problems. This may give us reason to think that they like-
wise perform well in true cases of uncertainty, and that there may be little harm
in people choosing among them according to taste (again, with Minimax as a pos-
sible exception). The simplicity of these SCPs is also encouraging; people could
be taught to use such SCPs to achieve good results with little effort. Indeed, ER
proponents are fond of providing examples in which there is no “accuracy-effort
trade-off,” but rather less effort can lead to better results (e.g. because over-fitting
can be avoided; see Gigerenzer and Brighton’s chapter in [Gigerenzer et al., 2011,
Ch. 1]). Comparing the PH with simpler processes highlights the extent to which
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this is true; ER’s simple lottery choice heuristic is outperformed by still simpler
alternatives.

One of the especially appealing aspects of ER is that it bridges descriptive and
normative rationality: we can directly assess processes that we think people may
be using to choose (or infer, etc.) but also employ defensible normative criteria,
hence producing empirically-grounded and relevant normative judgments. Lottery
choice is used here as a relatively easy test case, but ER intends process evalua-
tion to supplant outcome evaluation in all domains. This paper demonstrates an
effective protocol that can be used as a template: simulate candidate processes on
a large number of problems and compare them according to the overall perfor-
mance of their output, using concrete measures such as frequency of violations of
(the relevant) axioms. Even stronger conclusions may be drawn when axiomatic
conformity can be connected to more objective metrics of success. Replicating
this case study will be easiest in settings where rationality (or performance more
generally) is already axiomatized, as with probabilistic or logical reasoning; it
may be harder, but worthwhile, in less formalized domains such as argumenta-
tion.

A final, key conclusion is that EU analysis is vindicated, and proves to be criti-
cal. For one, as I have noted, clear normative standards are imperative for making
normative assessments, and there is no real alternative to EU, which provides a
straightforward list of empirically-testable normative criteria (in the form of ax-
ioms) while accommodating subjective preferences (e.g. risk aversion). Further-
more, the main objection to the use of EU – that performance by the axiomatic
metric is not connected to an objective metric or a metric of something people
truly care about – is not borne out (at least in this setting). While ER proponents
emphasize the lack of evidence that people are less happy with their choices or
objectively worse off when they violate transitivity (for example), a lack of ev-
idence can simply mean that finding and presenting such evidence has not been
prioritized. This paper has sought such evidence, and found it: violations of both
independence and transitivity carry large, measurable costs in terms of the objec-
tive value that a choice is expected to yield. Despite the limitations of EV as a
standard, this relationship shows clearly that those violations should be counted
as errors; Minimax shows that coherence doesn’t imply objective success, but
incoherence appears to imply failure in an important sense.

This relationship between incoherence and poor performance may not trans-
late to all contexts, but it should certainly give defenders of axioms a new weapon
and cause for optimism. In one of the most contested domains – rational choice
– axiomatic conformity is shown to have significant practical value. It therefore
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makes sense to use EU as the primary normative standard whenever possible, and
to use EV and other objective criteria only as a secondary, supplementary sources
of information.
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Lottery Group ID O1 P1 O2 P2 O3 P3 O4 P4 O5 P5
L1 A1 1000000 1
L2 A1 5000000 0.1 1000000 0.89 0 0.01
L3 A2 1000000 0.11 0 0.89
L4 A2 5000000 0.1 0 0.9
L5 B1 100 0.5 0 0.5
L6 B1 100 1
L7 B2 1000 0.5 0 0.5
L8 B2 300 1
L9 C1 500000000 0.98 0 0.02
L10 C1 100000000 1
L11 C1 1 1
L12 C2 500000000 0.0098 1 0.99 0 0.0002
L13 C2 100000000 0.01 1 0.99
L14 D1 4 0.5 36 0.5
L15 D1 9 0.5 25 0.5
L16 D2 2 1
L17 D2 100 0.5 1 0.5
L18 E1 450 1
L19 E2 2500 0.33 2400 0.66 0 0.01
L20 E2 2400 1
L21 E3 2500 0.33 0 0.67
L22 E3 2400 0.34 0 0.66
L23 E4 4000 0.8 0 0.2
L24 E4 3000 1
L25 E5 4000 0.2 0 0.8
L26 E5 3000 0.25 0 0.75
L27 E6 3 0.5 0 0.5
L28 E7 3 0.05 0 0.95
L29 E7 1 0.1 0 0.9
L30 E8 6000 0.45 0 0.55
L31 E8 3000 0.9 0 0.1
L32 E9 6000 0.001 0 0.999
L33 E9 3000 0.002 0 0.998
L34 F1 500 0.5 0 0.5
L35 F1 2500 0.1 0 0.9
L36 F2 220 0.9 0 0.1
L37 F2 500 0.4 0 0.6
L38 F3 5000 0.5 0 0.5
L39 F3 25000 0.1 0 0.9
L40 F4 2200 0.9 0 0.1
L41 F4 5000 0.4 0 0.6
L42 F5 200000 1
L43 F5 400000 0.5 0 0.5
L44 F6 100 0.05 0 0.95
L45 F6 5 1
L46 F7 100 0.95 0 0.05
L47 F7 95 1
L48 F8 2500 0.05 550 0.95
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L49 F8 2000 0.1 500 0.9
L50 F9 2000 0.6 500 0.4
L51 F9 2000 0.4 1000 0.6
L52 F10 100 0.85 50 0.1 50 0.05
L53 F10 100 0.85 100 0.1 7 0.05
L54 F11 100 0.85 50 0.15
L55 F11 100 0.95 7 0.05
L56 G1 18.8 0.8 7.6 0.2
L57 G1 15.5 1
L58 G2 17.9 0.92 7.2 0.08
L59 G2 17.1 1
L60 G3 22.9 0.06 9.2 0.94
L61 G3 9.6 1
L62 G4 10 0.96 1.7 0.04
L63 G4 9.9 1
L64 G5 2.8 0.8 1 0.2
L65 G5 2.2 1
L66 G6 17.1 0.1 6.9 0.9
L67 G6 8 1
L68 G7 24.3 0.04 9.7 0.96
L69 G7 10.6 1
L70 G8 18.2 0.98 6.9 0.02
L71 G8 18.1 1
L72 G9 13.4 0.05 3.8 0.95
L73 G10 5.8 0.04 2.7 0.96
L74 G10 2.8 1
L75 G11 13.1 0.94 3.8 0.06
L76 G11 12.8 1
L77 G12 3.5 0.09 0.1 0.91
L78 G12 0.5 1
L79 G13 25.7 0.1 8.1 0.9
L80 G13 11.5 1
L81 G14 16.5 0.01 6.9 0.99
L82 G14 7 1
L83 G15 11.4 0.97 1.9 0.03
L84 G15 11 1
L85 G16 26.5 0.94 8.3 0.06
L86 G16 25.2 1
L87 G17 11.5 0.6 3.7 0.4
L88 G17 7.4 1
L89 G18 20.8 0.99 8.9 0.01
L90 G18 20.7 1
L91 G19 10.1 0.3 4.2 0.7
L92 G19 6 1
L93 G20 8 0.92 0.8 0.08
L94 G20 7.7 1
L95 H1 20.1 0.95 6.5 0.05
L96 H1 19.6 1
L97 H2 5.2 0.5 1.4 0.5
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L98 H2 5.1 1
L99 H3 12 0.5 2.4 0.5
L100 H3 9 1
L101 H4 20.7 0.9 9.1 0.1
L102 H4 19.8 1
L103 H5 8.4 0.07 1.2 0.93
L104 H5 1.6 1
L105 H6 22.6 0.4 7.2 0.6
L106 H6 12.4 1
L107 H7 23.4 0.93 7.6 0.07
L108 H7 22.1 1
L109 H8 17.2 0.09 5 0.91
L110 H8 5.9 1
L111 H9 18.9 0.9 6.7 0.1
L112 H9 17.7 1
L113 H10 12.8 0.04 4.7 0.96
L114 H10 4.9 1
L115 H11 19.1 0.03 4.8 0.97
L116 H11 5.2 1
L117 H12 12.3 0.91 1.3 0.09
L118 H12 12.1 1
L119 H13 6.8 0.9 3 0.1
L120 H13 6.7 1
L121 H14 22.6 0.3 9.2 0.7
L122 H15 6.4 0.09 0.5 0.91
L123 H15 1.5 1
L124 H16 15.3 0.06 5.9 0.94
L125 H16 7.1 1
L126 H17 5.3 0.9 1.5 0.1
L127 H17 4.7 1
L128 H18 21.9 0.5 8.1 0.5
L129 H18 12.6 1
L130 H19 27.5 0.7 9.2 0.3
L131 H19 21.9 1
L132 H20 4.4 0.2 0.7 0.8
L133 H20 1.1 1
L134 I2 5000 0.2 2000 0.8
L135 I2 4000 0.5 1200 0.5
L136 I3 4000 0.2 2000 0.8
L137 I3 3000 0.7 1000 0.3
L138 I4 900 0.4 500 0.6
L139 I4 2500 0.2 200 0.8
L140 I5 500 1
L141 I6 3000 0.6 1500 0.4
L142 I7 6000 0.2 3000 0.8
L143 I8 5000 0.2 3000 0.8
L144 I9 1900 0.4 1500 0.6
L145 I10 2000 0.5 1000 0.5
L146 I12 4000 0.25 3000 0.75
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L147 I12 5000 0.2 2800 0.8
L148 I13 6000 0.3 2500 0.7
L149 I13 8200 0.25 2000 0.75
L150 I14 3000 0.4 2000 0.6
L151 I14 3600 0.35 1750 0.65
L152 I16 5000 0.1 500 0.9
L153 I17 7000 0.25 3000 0.75
L154 I18 9000 0.3 2500 0.7
L155 I19 6000 0.4 2000 0.6
L156 I20 5500 0.33 0 0.67
L157 J1 200 0.04 150 0.21 100 0.5 50 0.21 0 0.04
L158 J1 200 0.04 165 0.11 130 0.19 95 0.28 60 0.38
L159 J2 140 0.38 105 0.28 70 0.19 35 0.11 0 0.04
L160 J3 200 0.2 150 0.2 100 0.2 50 0.2 0 0.2
L161 J4 200 0.32 150 0.16 100 0.04 50 0.16 0 0.32
L162 J5 348 0.04 261 0.11 174 0.19 87 0.28 0 0.38
L163 J6 250 0.04 215 0.11 180 0.19 145 0.28 110 0.38
L164 J12 240 0.15 130 0.3 100 0.1 50 0.3 0 0.15
L165 J14 260 0.15 180 0.15 120 0.15 80 0.2 0 0.35
L166 J16 250 0.04 200 0.21 150 0.5 100 0.21 0 0.04
L167 J17 250 0.2 200 0.2 150 0.2 100 0.2 0 0.2
L168 J17 200 0.15 150 0.3 100 0.1 50 0.3 0 0.15
L169 J18 250 0.32 200 0.16 150 0.04 100 0.16 0 0.32
L170 J19 398 0.04 311 0.11 224 0.19 137 0.28 0 0.38
L171 J20 310 0.15 230 0.15 170 0.15 130 0.2 0 0.35

Appendix A: Lottery Table
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Appendix B: Geometric Priority Heuristic
We are generally interested in pairs of lotteries to which dominance does not ap-
ply; if there are only two possible outcomes between the lotteries, then dominance
will apply, and so we consider pairs of lotteries with three possible outcomes in
total. This case is easy to represent visually and suffices to illustrate the ideas.
These lotteries can be depicted on a simplex: let the best outcome (“B”) be at the
top, the worst (“W”) be at the lower left, and the middle (“M”) be at the lower
right. EU implies that an agent’s indifference curves are straight, parallel lines
sloping downward from left to right on this simplex.

To see what the PH can imply about particular preferences (and therefore
which of its choices will be incompatible with EU), we can consider the choices
the PH makes in various circumstances and the indifference curves implied by
these choices. Each step of the heuristic will have different implications, and we
can anticipate EU violations by considering which of these implications are in-
compatible. It is important to keep in mind that, due to the lexicographic nature
of the heuristic, only one step ultimately determines the choice between any given
pair of lotteries.

PH step 1: Given two lotteries, if their minimum gains differ by at least 10% of
the maximum between them, choose the lottery with the greater minimum. Else,
proceed to step 2.

Fig. 8

Implications for choice: if M – W ≥ B/10, then any lottery on the right edge
(inclusive) is preferred to anything else. This is because such a lottery has a better
minimum, by an amount exceeding the threshold.
Implications for indifference curves: B is preferred to M, but the curve intersecting
M will approach B, i.e. its slope approaches the slope of the right edge. This is
because any point on that edge will be chosen over a point arbitrarily close to B,
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or to the right edge (see Fig. 8). Note that we cannot infer the limit behavior from
any particular observation, but we can choose lj to make the slope as close as we
like to the slope of the edge.

PH step 2: if the probabilities of the minimum gains differ by at least 10%,
choose the lottery with the lower probability of the minimum. Else, proceed to
step 3.
Everywhere except the right edge (inclusive), the minimum is W. For these lotter-
ies, this step suggests curves as shown in Fig. 9. Again, no particular observation
permits us to infer such specific curves.

Fig. 9

If one lottery is on the right edge and the other is on the left edge (or center),
similar reasoning suggests curves like this:

Fig. 10

PH step 3: if the two lotteries’ maximum gains differ by more than 10% of the
global maximum, choose the lottery with the greater maximum. Else, proceed to
step 4.
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Fig. 11

All lotteries except those on the bottom edge (inclusive) have the same maximum
(B). The only choices this step can produce are between lotteries on that edge and
elsewhere; if (B – M) > B/10, then all lotteries on the bottom edge are worse than
all other lotteries. This suggests indifference curves parallel to the bottom edge;
for example, step 3 chooses a mixture of B and W with arbitrarily high probability
of W over M with certainty.

PH step 4: choose the lottery with the greater probability of its maximum
outcome.
Again, the maximum is B for all lotteries above the bottom edge, and so this step
selects the higher lottery. This suggests curves parallel to the bottom edge.

Fig. 12

If one lottery lies on the bottom edge and the other elsewhere, the indifference
curves will have a slope at least matching that of the right edge, and perhaps
steeper (arbitrarity so).
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Fig. 13

What EU violations can the PH produce, given the indifference curves implied
by the choices produced by these steps? We can now construct possibilities:

1.

Fig. 14

2.

Fig. 15
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3.

Fig. 16

4.

Fig. 17

Appendix C: Costs of Violations

Transitivity
Additional examples of transitivity violations by the Priority Heuristic:

A $15.50
B $18.90·(.9); $6.70·(.1)
C $1000·(.5); $0·(.5)

Fig. 18 Priority Heuristic cycle, second example
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A $3,000·(.002) ; $0·(.998)
B $10.60
C $17.90·(.92); $7.20·(.08)

Fig. 19 Priority Heuristic cycle, third example

A $15.50
B $18.90 * .9; $6.70 * .1
C $5 Million·(.1); $0·(.9)

Fig. 20 Priority Heuristic cycle, fourth example

The correlations described in Section 5.2 are based on the following table:

Fig. 21 Transitivity regression table

Due to the very large sample size, use the standard z* for the 95% confi-
dence interval as the critical value. Let β̂ be the correlation coefficient and se the
standard error. Then the above yields β ∈ [β̂ ± z ∗ ·se] = [−30.68± 1.96 · .08] =
[−30.83,−30.52] as the 95% confidence interval around the regression coefficient
of -30.68 (i.e. a violation is associated with a decrease of 30.68% EV).
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Independence
The correlations reported in Section 5.3 are based on the regression shown in Fig.
22:

Fig. 22 Independence regression table

Again use the standard z* for the 95% confidence interval as the critical value.
Let β̂ be the correlation coefficient and se the standard error. Then the above
yields β ∈ [β̂ ± z ∗ ·se] = [−31.94± 1.96 · .09] = [−32.12,−31.76] as the 95%
confidence interval around the regression coefficient of -31.94 (i.e. a violation is
associated with a decrease of 31.9% EV).
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